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ABSTRACT 

In groundwater exploration studies the knowledge about what we should prospect is essential for 

success. In fact, understanding of aquifer parameters in groundwater exploration is so important 

and exploration plan should be prepared based on these parameters.   

During groundwater prospections, some essential questions like are we prospecting for, more 

permeable zones? Deepest part of bedrock? Or hard rock fractured aquifers? Have to be kept in 

mind by a hydrogeophysicist. 

In this paper, we would like to demonstrate the importance of understanding the geological factors 

and in this case, delineation of deepest part of bedrock (thickest part of alluvium) in one of our 

successful groundwater exploration projects in Ben city (Chaharmahal va Bakhtiari province) . 
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INTRODUCTION 
In one of our groundwater supply projects we performed a prospection project in an almond 

garden which had dramatic problems in supplying their groundwater demand. But after detail 

ERT tomography study and also horizontally drilling based upon guidance of interpretation of 

geophysical results the farmers could extract a huge amount of groundwater and our study yielded 

to best result. 

 

Geography, Geology and hydrogeology of Study area  
The project has been done near Ben city (Chaharmahal va Bakhtiari province). The central point 

of the area could be assigned by X: 470521, Y: 3605363 in UTM coordinate system. The elevation 

of area is about 2370 meter and the precipitation is about 350-400 mm annually. 

The study area have located near a dried stream with high hydraulic gradient that recent alluvium 

had covered the andesitic bedrock. In fact the area located near the edge of Sannandaj-Sirjan 

metamorphic–magmatic belt. The elevated areas consists of outcrops of Jurassic igneous andesitic 

formations and quaternary alluvium covered the andesite formation. So based on geological 

features it could be inferred that the deepest part of bedrock should be around of stream but 

accurate delineation was the main issue (Fig1) 
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Figure 1. The geological map of the study area.  

 

Survey Process 

The farmers previously had drilled some wells in above mentioned alluvium which had covered 

the andesitic bedrock. They had done several trial and error drilling and also they had followed 

some wrong expert prescriptions about continuing drilling into andesitic bedrock in the hope that 

reach to fractured zones. Finally they somehow had been disappointed about getting the good 

result. 

When we start to study area first of all, based upon features we infer they should not have been 

drilled the well in the deepest part of bedrock of that stream and so in the spring that the 

groundwater level goes up their well can yield at suitable rate but in the summer when 

groundwater level depleted dramatically their well didn’t yield.  

In fact as andesite act like an impermeable layer the thickness of water bearing column of alluvium 

has a vital role in discharge rate of a well and thickest water bearing column (deepest bedrock 

part) provides most discharge rate for a well. 

So first of all we decided to delineate the topography of andesite bedrock by acquiring two parallel 

profiles which both of them was perpendicular to the dried stream. 

 In this study we used 4point light 10W instrument which produced by Lippman, a German 

geophysical company. The first profile (in north) passes through existed well and the second 

profile (in south) was parallel to first one. The Profiles was picked up by dipole-dipole array with 

both 20m and 30m electrode spacing (a) acquisions, separately for each profile. The profiles 

sections after inversion by Res2dInv software has shown in below (Fig 2):  
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Figure 2. The inverted section of two profiles with 20m and 30m electrode spacing (a)  
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Also we combined 20m and 30m electrode spacing data for each profile which produced a 

combined 20m and 30m electrode spacing inverted profiles that correspond with our previous 

data (Fig3):  

 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. The inverted result of combined electrode spacing (20m and 30m) for each profile  

 

After combination of profile 1 and 2 with each other we produce a 3D picture of bedrock 

topography (in fact we picked covered alluvium part based upon resistivity data) and the figure 4 

shows the topography of bedrock: 
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Figure 4. Three-dimensional bedrock topography 

 

By analyzing the results, we understood that the deepest part of the bedrock (the thickest alluvium 

part) have located about 30 m far from the existed well at the eastern part. But unfortunately that 

location was out of the territory of garden and government didn’t allow them to drill at that 

location. So we suggest them to drilled a hand dug tunnel from bottom of the existed well (which 

was drilled about 26 m and maybe about 9-10 m of that had been drilled into andesitic part) with 

eastern direction and with the length of about 30 m to reach the deepest part of bedrock(Fig 5)!. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 5. The proposed direction for horizontal drilling  

 

They start to dig a tunnel based upon our prescription and after some days drilling, the tunnel that 

had been started from impermeable andesitic bedrock entered to water saturated recent alluvium 

and a huge amount of water entered to the tunnel and the main well shaft. The level of water in 

existed well increased about 4-5 meters and well water yielding increased dramatically. Clients 

(Almond gardeners) were so happy and satisfied about the result. 
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CONCLUSION 
Results show that, by understanding and considering the geological and hydrogeological notes in 

our mind and delivering the exploration plan based upon those features and selecting best possible 

geoelectrical array perpendicular to our target zone for ERT tomography we could solve a main 

problem of that big garden. It should be mentioned that the high quality of data helped us 

enormously in correct decision making. 
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